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Introduction 
When one says, “embedded analytics,” both business 
people and analytics professionals tend to think first 
of automated models and analyses embedded in 
business processes, for example, to score customer 
propensities or suggest offers to make. That’s only 
part of the story. An analytical enterprise — one that 
maximises the strategic, competitive and operational 
value of its data and analyses — has analytics broadly 
embedded in the thinking and behaviour of individuals 
and the culture of the organisation. 
 
In these enterprises, analytics represent not just a 
business and technology investment, but a pervasive 
organisational capability. People are comfortable 
working with data and feel empowered to put it to use. 
Experimenting, innovating and improving are integral 
parts of their jobs. Making fact-based and analytical 
decisions is simply how the organisation works. 
 
CEOs and other senior executives take the lead, not 
only in sponsoring strategic analytics initiatives, but 
also through their behaviour and example as 

analytical leaders. The board pays attention to how 
well the enterprise leverages data and analytics, and 
how it does so relative to the competition. And the 
business actively owns its data and analytics. 
Technologists provide essential skills, but business 
people have a strong sense of what analytics can do, 
and they take the lead in identifying target 
applications and business ambitions. 
 
That’s how things work in an organisation with deeply 
embedded analytics. Such organisations are the 
exception rather than the rule. Others may spend 
significant money on analytics software and services 
— Gartner sizes the 2016 global market in analytics 
and business intelligence at almost $17 billion, and the 
Australian Computer Society estimates the Australian 
national market at AUS $670 million. Yet they still take 
too many business decisions based on faulty 
spreadsheets, outdated rules or pure instinct. 
 
How can an organisation embed analytics more 
thoroughly? Although the organisations I’ve worked 
with have their unique challenges, I find five common 
success factors. Executing on them will facilitate and 

- An analytical enterprise embeds analytics in the 
thinking and behaviour of individuals and the culture of 
the organisation. 
- Analytics should be seamlessly integrated into 
everyday workflows and decision processes, and 
business people should be able to experience the results 
and benefits. 
- Organisations need “two-speed” data management and 
governance methods, traditional ones for reporting, and 
more flexible ones for innovation and discovery. 

 

THE BIG IDEAS 
- Analytics development roles centre on business 
analysis and modelling; operationalising analytics calls 
for business applications, communication, and change 
skills. 
- Shared business objectives and measures encourage 
the use of analytics, demonstrate the value of 
analytics, and build the credibility of the analytics 
group. 
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accelerate embedded analytics — and drive more 
value from the enterprise’s analytics investment. 
 

NO. 1. WORK THE DATA — BUT DON’T  
OVERENGINEER IT 
 
Data is at the core of the contemporary business. 
Executives are learning to think of it as a strategic 
asset, and an analytical enterprise wants to encourage 
good and active use of the data. Yet organisations 
hesitate to put their data to work, both on the front 
lines and in analytics applications, for three common 
reasons. One, they fear that the data may be 
inaccurate or incomplete, and people may make 
mistakes or poor decisions using it. Two, they have 
only one way of working with data, predicated on tight 
controls to maximise accuracy. And three, they often 
have concerns about data protection and privacy. 
You need the right data management strategy to 
achieve your analytics objectives, and a contemporary 
data strategy begins with recognising how the 
exponential increase in available data has changed the 
game. Many data models and methods are out of date, 
no longer feasible from time and cost perspectives, 
and no longer relevant with the high volume of data 
being generated. It’s simply impossible to get all the 
data “right” by traditional standards before putting it 
to work (though some organisations still try). Instead, 
be realistic and build your data and analytics 
capabilities in concert. 
 
Big data changes the definition of data quality. For 
many analytical purposes, the data doesn’t have to be 
complete, accurate, perfect. It just needs to be 
sufficient. Big data applications can find patterns 
looking across vast data sets in their raw form even 
when much of the data is imperfect at the “record 
level.” In fact, it’s easier to discover hitherto unknowns 
with data that has not been “cleansed” or otherwise 

preprocessed. Contrast that with the accuracy needed 
for legal and regulatory compliance or customer and 
transaction data at customer touch points. There you 
need data to be validated and staged ready for specific 
use.   
 
Organisations need to shift how data is provisioned 
and consumed. They need “two-speed” data 
management and governance methods. The volume of 
data is different, the speed of data movement and 
analysis are different, the technologies are different, 
and the intent is different. Traditional data 
management and governance processes are needed 
for reporting and understanding what’s happened; the 
output is facts as best we can establish them. New 
processes are needed for innovation and discovering 
what’s possible; the output is probabilities and often 
the next question to explore. There’s no need to 
overengineer the data for the latter.  
 
Businesses need both speeds, one favouring precision 
and control where data use is predetermined, the 
other favouring agility and flexibility where data can 
be used in many new ways. One asks, “How do we get 
the data right?” and the other, “What can we learn 
from the data available?” When an organisation is 
stuck at the traditional speed, it helps to talk through 
the issue of data sufficiency. But the breakthrough 
comes when you test- drive at the new speed by 
tackllng a recalcitrant business problem and 
discovering a new solution. That frees up people’s 
thinking about data and its use, and it builds more 
confidence in advanced analytics. 
 
Finally, a word on data privacy and security. They are 
absolutely essential and must be addressed regardless 
of how they are used. Approaches will differ between 
the two speeds of data management. For example, 
high-volume, discovery-type analytics might best use 
anonymised data. Unfortunately, people too often 
make privacy and security concerns an excuse not to 
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do something that’s in fact feasible. Privacy and 
security are hygiene factors, and any kind of 
organisation — public, private, nonprofit — can 
implement strong security methods and comply with 
privacy laws and still leverage data and analytics 
extensively and effectively. 
 

NO. 2. OPERATIONALISE ANALYTICS IN 

WORKFLOWS AND DECISION PROCESSES 
 
For analytics to be deeply embedded and widely 
employed across an organisation, they must become a 
regular part of how people work. Success depends 
more on how easily the business can consume the 
analytics output than on how clever the modelling 
techniques are. Analytics should be seamlessly 
integrated into everyday workflows and decision 
processes. Business people should be able to work 
directly with the analytics “products” without having 
to seek help or explanation from the professional 
analysts and model builders. They should be able to 
see the results and benefits for themselves. 
To operationalise and scale up analytics, an 
organisation must automate as much as possible. A 
call center representative should be automatically 
served best-offer or best-action recommendations 
while on the line with the customer. Behind the 
scenes, the models are profilling customers, 
generating propensity scores and selecting among 
options to offer. 
 
There’s an important distinction between analytics in 
development and analytics in operation. Development 
happens in a “sandbox” where analysts can 
experiment, pilot, refine and validate models of 
business processes and decisions. In some 
organisations, methods are extremely agile: cross-
functional business, analytics and technologist teams 
work for prescribed periods (for example, two weeks) 

running innovation sessions and rapidly prototyping 
and testing solutions for business problems. Such 
dedicated and intensive efforts have the freedom and 
flexibility to envision and experiment outside the 
constraints and culture of the day-to-day business. 
 
When models are getting ready for operation, the 
process necessarily becomes more formal. Data and 
analytical inputs and outputs are automated for 
repeatable performance and integration into business 
workflows. Measuring the performance of models 
should also be automated, so analysts can monitor 
and improve models as needed.  
 
Analytical organisations respect the distinction 
between development and operations through clearly 
defined roles, processes and capabilities across the 
full analytics life cycle — from conceptualization and 
prototyping to ongoing model monitoring and 
management. Development roles center on business 
analysis and modelling skills. Operational roles center 
on business applications, communication, and 
change. Development is about provisioning. 
Operationalising is about consumption. In many cases, 
analytics specialists try to bring all the skills and do all 
the work across the analytics life cycle. However, as 
business people and IT technologists become more 
fluent in analytics, more specific roles and 
responsibilities appear across all stages of the life 
cycle. Having clear roles and specialist skills to 
optimise outcomes makes for better analytical 
products and greater confidence in using them.  
 
Confidence is the name of the game, and perhaps the 
most fundamental measure of how effectively 
analytics are operationalised. The call center 
representative doesn’t need to understand the 
algorithms, but does need to know enough about the 
underlying data and logic to find the models 
dependable, as well as see the pragmatic results of 
following automated recommendations. Analytics 
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products should provide the right amount of 
explanation to build and continuously reinforce the 
user’s confidence. Fortunately, people’s experience 
with Amazon and Netflix is making them more 
accustomed to behind-the-scenes algorithms and 
more attuned to how well they are working. We 
appreciate the benefits of having relevant offers 
presented to us.   
 

NO. 3. MEASURE TO BUILD MOMENTUM 
Measuring the performance of analytical models and 
their contribution to specific business objectives is key 
both to improving over time and to building 
momentum for using analytics. If you want people to 
line up for your analytical assets and insights, and you 
want to win over the skeptics who are accustomed to 
making decisions based on gut feel, you need to be 
able to measure the value that analytics can deliver. 
 
Analysts and their leaders are sometimes hesitant to 
measure value in business terms and to commit to 
improvement objectives, especially financial ones. But 
they should. Analytics may be a new component of the 
business process, and the opportunity for business 
improvement may be a rough estimate, but it’s still 
essential to have a consistent framework of metrics 
and targets from the start: “What is the starting 
position, how do we define success, and how do we 
measure performance and improvement going 
forward?”   
 
Because analytics enable people to look at the 
business differently, creative new metrics enter the 
mix, and the analysts may take the lead in defining 
them. But always start with a clear baseline of 
established business metrics against which to 
measure progress. For example, new analytics may 
enable calculation of net promoter scores and 
measurement of profit-by-customer, while the 

baseline includes customer retention and revenue-
per-customer. 
 
Metrics and the roles in defining them will evolve as 
the organisation grows more analytical. In working on 
customer campaigns, marketing may initially define 
offers and select channels, and the analytics team may 
focus on targeting methods. Over time, measurement 
and analyses can become more granular, such as 
specific offer conversion rates by channel. Then offers 
and channels may be determined more analytically, 
and the entire process can be integrated and 
optimised. Throughout this evolution, revenue and 
customer relationship measures and targets should be 
shared by the marketing and analytics teams, and 
results should be visible to the organisation at large. 
 
In short, robust measurement is essential to managing 
business change and improving the accuracy of 
models. Shared measures and objectives encourage 
use of analytics, demonstrate the value of analytics 
and build the credibility of the analytics group. Don’t 
shy away from financial targets. And don’t make 
measurement an afterthought and start to work on it 
midstream — that dilutes the opportunity to drive 
collaboration and deliver visible value. 
 

NO. 4. FOCUS ON BUSINESS AS WELL AS 
TECHNICAL SKILLS  
From universities on, analytics has been treated as a 
technical career. Analysts are engineers and 
mathematicians, interested in algorithms, data 
science, and the new technologies and methods in 
fields like machine learning. But when it comes to 
embedding analytics in an enterprise, a 
complementary set of soft skills and business 
knowledge is just as important as the technical skills. 
Analysts need strong communication skills to translate 
complex methods and processes into simple terms. To 
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integrate analytics into workflows, they need to 
anticipate how business people and processes will 
execute on analytical outputs. 
 
The most versatile analysts embrace the business 
knowledge that comes their way. The more they 
understand the business, the easier it is to introduce 
analytical outputs into business processes, to 
articulate the benefits of analytics, and to effect 
business change. They spend plenty of time in the 
business, both understanding how processes work 
and introducing analytics outputs to make the 
processes work better.  
 
If the domain is talent analytics, the analysts spend 
time with HR professionals exploring how they recruit, 
look at staff profiles and identify high performers. 
What challenges do they face? What problems have 
been “too complex to solve” in the past? What are the 
specific pressure points? For example, when looking at 
attrition among high performers, what are the trends, 
what are the patterns in their profiles, can we identify 
triggers or markers for attrition, and can we predict 
who might be at risk of leaving? The fundamental 
capability here is asking the right business questions 
while recognising what analytics can do. 
 
Because it’s difficult to find the technical and business 
skills in one person, organisations compensate with 
cross-functional team structures and with “translator” 
roles for people who are conversant but not expert on 
both sides. However, organisations should also strive 
to develop analysts with the crossover skills. Some 
people’s personal passion will remain technical, but 
others enjoy being “out in the business.” And the 
leaders of analytics groups must be business focused. 
Look at how leadership roles in IT have evolved toward 
the business side in recent years — the same is 
happening with analytics leaders.  
 
 

Therefore, senior analysts and analytics leaders must 
continuously hone their skills at reading and 
influencing their business counterparts. Is this general 
manager more a data person or a visual person? What 
is it I need to put in front of her? Deliver a flashy 
presentation, or sit down with a spreadsheet and talk 
numbers? How does she respond to business 
challenges and change? How aggressive and creative 
does she want to be with analytics? Analytics leaders 
are also responsible for the skills mix, hiring people 
with business and technical backgrounds, and helping 
staff develop their business knowledge and consulting 
skills — how to ask questions and solve problems in 
business terms. It’s a good sign that university 
programs in analytics are placing more emphasis on 
business-side skills. 
 

NO. 5. CHANGE THE CULTURE AS WELL AS THE 
PROCESSES 

Embedding analytics in an organisation entails two 
kinds of change management. The first is conventional 
change to business processes and decisions: “How am 
I going to work differently and achieve my goals in 
different ways with the help of analytics?” The second 
is more a profound and cultural change: “How do I 
think about business problems and the data needed to 
solve them? How empowered am I to explore the data 
and innovate with analytics?” The business process 
changes can often happen quickly, one application at 
a time. The cultural changes run deeper and take time, 
but there are specific ways to accelerate them: 
 

• Publish the strategy. The enterprise should have 
a concise “strategy on a page” for how it leverages 
analytics in pursuit of strategic objectives, plus a 
“strategy on a page” for each business domain 
using analytics to improve specific processes and 
decisions. Together, these documents tie analytics 
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initiatives to business objectives and enable 
individuals to see how changes to their work fit 
into the big picture. They also give the CEO and 
other executives a way to communicate: “This is 
why and how we are building data and analytics 
into our business functions and ambitions.” 
 

• Publish the catalogue. Let the enterprise know 
what kinds of analytical capabilities and models 
are available by maintaining a catalogue of 
analytics products and services. We can do 
propensity modelling, risk management models 
and forecasting — with specific examples of each 
and the potential benefits. This educates people 
and gets them thinking about new possibilities. It 
also reduces duplication of effort across a complex 
organisation when everyone has a better idea of 
what may already be “on the shelf.” 
 

• Educate employees. Direct forms of education 
can also shape people’s appreciation of the 
business potential of data and analytics. In a few 
analytically driven organisations, all employees 
receive training, typically online, in the data assets 
and analytical tools associated with their roles. 
Part of every new employee’s orientation is around 
how the organisation uses, protects and values its 
data. 
 

• Adjust the measures. I’ve mentioned the 
importance of shared objectives and measures in 
analytics projects to drive collaboration and 
execution. Business people should also be 
motivated more broadly to leverage their data and 
be analytical in their decision-making. HR can help 
make this happen through the KPI system for 
individual employees. Just as industrial 
companies may include objectives around safety 
for every employee, an analytical enterprise will  

include objectives around data-driven behaviors 
and actions. 
 

• Leverage executive sponsorship. Change 
management always benefits from strong 
executive commitment and championing. But with 
analytics, this has an added dimension. Business 
leaders don’t just sponsor projects and 
communicate the strategic importance of 
analytics — they also set the cultural tone by their 
own data-driven behaviours and use (or nonuse) 
of analytics. Ideally, executives’ experiences being 
analytical in areas like finance and supply chain 
translate into all facets of the business. And the 
good example they set cascades through the 
organisation. Note, however, that this cascade 
typically becomes diluted two or three levels 
down, so the other actions just listed remain 
essential. 

Well-intentioned business leaders may still have as 
much difficulty as others do in becoming more data-
driven. Think about how the telco industry worked a 
dozen or so years ago in the earlier days of mobile 
phones. The whole market was expanding, and 
business leaders could pretty much follow their gut 
feel about where to expand the network next to attract 
more account activation. Today the industry is fiercely 
competitive, and yesterday’s procedures no longer 
apply. Companies must focus on and sort through 
customer needs and preferences, the variety of 
devices and apps and services, and how to engage 
prospects and customers. They have to do big data 
analytics. Yet, instead, executives’ experiences and 
instincts sometimes prevail. 
 

GETTING GOING 
Two big questions when embedding analytics in an 
organisation are where to start and how aggressively 
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to proceed. In a large and complex enterprise, 
analytics are not one-size-fits-all, and big analytics 
programs tend to founder. The more common and 
reliable procedure is to start in multiple parts of the 
business that offer favourable conditions — a clear 
problem to address, some decent data and a 
willingness to address the problem differently. This 
approach generates early successes and demonstrates 
a variety of use cases for analytics. It lays the ground 
for gradual expansion and rollout to other parts of the 
business. 
 
At the same time, however, there’s value in being 
selectively aggressive. Find one or two areas where the 
business is underperforming on key dimensions or is 
facing unfamiliar competitive threats, where processes 
need to be disrupted and leaders are willing to take 
some risks in pursuit of big returns. If you concentrate 
analytical energies there and deliver breakthrough 
results, they will serve as a wake-up call to the rest of 
the enterprise, and the demand for better data and 
analytical solutions will accelerate. 
 
Whether you follow one of those paths or both, keep in 
mind the success factors I’ve discussed. They are the 
hallmarks of an analytically mature organisation: 

• Strong data strategy with “two speeds” of data 
governance and management. 
 

• Automated analytics embedded in business 
processes and decisions. 
 

• Robust and innovative measurement of 
business and analytics performance and value. 
 

• Analytics teams working in the business, not 
back of the house. 
 
 

• Culture that puts data and analytics at the 
heart of both everyday work and business 
strategy. 
 
 
 

Additional Information 
To learn more about this topic, please visit: 
http://www.sas.com/en_us/insights/articles/big-
data/the-future-of-embedded-analytics.html 
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